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Private debt thrived during unprecedented period of uncertainty

Yields by fixed income classThe volatility that resulted from Brexit and the 

pandemic was less than anticipated and private 

debt markets held up well

LPs are more confident than they were a year ago, 

and have been reassured by the asset class’s 

performance through the crisis. There has been a 

lot of money flowing into private debt, so the 

feared decrease in valuations has not happened. 

So far, inflation has been controlled, interest rates 

remain low and prices have increased for assets 

post-covid, creating a good story around loan-to-

value in private debt portfolios.
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Direct lending continues to present an opportunity for investors

Investors continue to express interest in direct lendingFundraising has continued and dealflow is 

extremely active, creating an extremely favourable 

environment for the asset class

Many of the same conditions that helped 

private credit to succeed in 2020 are now 

continuing into 2021. We continue to see 

bank lending retrenchment and tighter 

lending criteria from eurozone banks, record 

levels of dry powder and the hunt for yield 

still driving demand for private credit among 

institutional investors.

Laurent Bouvier

Source: Private Debt Investor, LP Perspectives
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Strongly agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree

The EU’s new sustainable investment regulation creates an opportunity

To what extent do you agree that GPs are taking the risks of climate 
change seriously in their own investment policies?

Private debt markets have lagged private equity and 

other asset classes in ESG, but SFDR will improve 

transparency and reward good performance

I see the new regulations as something very 

positive for private debt markets. This will 

allow private debt to catch up on ESG, 

because engagement started later here than 

in other asset classes like real estate and 

private equity. Although private debt is 

slightly behind, SFDR will improve things.

Coralie De Maesschalck

Source: Private Debt Investor, LP Perspectives
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LPs increasingly appreciate the role of lenders in influencing ESG

Global sustainability debt issuance ($bn)
The last year has seen growing appetite for 

sustainability-linked loans and recognition of the 

role of lenders, creating an opportunity for creativity

The biggest opportunity that comes out of this is 

creativity; we are already seeing funds with 

margin ratchets that apply when ESG criteria are 

met, but we are also starting to see upward as 

well as downward margin ratchets, with some 

portfolio companies investing the amount saved 

in margin in internal projects benefiting the 

company. So there is room to be creative.

Coralie De Maesschalck

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance (Bloomberg NEF)
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For more on our discussion with Kartesia, check out the complete Q&A here.

Read on
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